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Abstract Most existing e-learning systems strictly require the course instructors to

explicitly input the pre-requisite requirements and/or some relationship measures

between the involved concepts/modules such that an optimal learning path as a

sequence of the involved concepts can be determined for a class or an individual

after considering the student’s academic performance, educational background,

learning interests, learner profile, learning styles, etc. In some cases, the learning

path is determined solely by human experts. Since human can be biased, the course

instructor’s views on the relations of the involved concepts/modules can be

imprecise or even contradictory, thus prohibiting any logical deduction of an

optimal learning path. Besides, human experts may ignore or possibly be confused

by contradictory requirements in the real-world applications. Therefore, we propose

a new and systematic framework to develop the next-generation e-learning systems

that will perform an explicit semantic analysis on the course materials to extract the

individual concepts, and then grouped by a heuristic-based concept clustering

algorithm to compute the relationship measures as the basis for extracting the pre-

requisite requirements/constraints between the involved concepts. Lastly, an evo-

lutionary optimizer will be invoked to return the optimal learning sequence after

considering multiple experts’ recommended learning sequences which may contain

conflicting views in different cases. It is worth noting that our proposed and

structured framework with the seamless integration of concept clustering and

learning path optimization uniquely represents the first attempt to facilitate the

course designers/instructors in providing more personalized and ‘systematic’ advice
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through optimizing the learning path(s) for each individual class/learner. To dem-

onstrate the feasibility of our prototype, we implemented a prototype of the pro-

posed e-learning system framework, and also enhanced the original optimizer with

the hill-climbing heuristic. Our empirical evaluation clearly revealed the many

possible advantages of our proposal with interesting directions for future

investigation.

Keywords Concept clustering � Learning objects � Learning styles � Learning path

optimization

Introduction

Most online e-learning systems (Chen et al. 2008; Lo et al. 2009) allow the learners

or students to specify their own learners’ profiles and learning styles. Yet these

e-learning systems (Baosteel Talent Development Institute, 2013; CityU 2009;

Monroe 2012) usually also demand the pre-requisite requirements between course

modules and/or some relationship measures between the involved concepts to be

explicitly specified by the course designers/instructors so that an optimizer will be

ultimately employed to return an optimal learning path/sequence (Acampora et al.

2008; Wong 2009; Tam et al. 2012) of involved concepts or modules for each

individual learner after considering his/her academic performance, educational

background, learning interests, learner’s profile, learning style, and possibly other

learners’ profiles of relevant groups/levels (Chen et al. 2008). However, there are

various pitfalls in solely relying on individual course instructor’s input on the

relationship among the involved concepts since human experts can be biased.

Moreover, the decision will become more complicated when various instructors

hold conflicting views on the relations of the involved concepts that may sometimes

contain incomplete information in the form of learning objects (Fung et al. 2011) for

any plausible and logical deduction of an optimal learning path as the best possible

sequence of involved concepts recommended for an individual class/learner to study

in a specific course module.

There were some previous works focused on using statistical or machine learning

approaches (Burges 1998) for the semantic analysis (Chen et al. 2008) of the

relevant course materials and/or the ultimate optimization (Fung et al. 2011) of

learning paths or sequences of involved course concepts or modules. For instance,

(Wong and Looi 2009) proposed an adaptive learning pathway generation approach

using the ant colony optimization method. Furthermore, we studied in a previous

work about the use of a heuristic based concept clustering algorithm (Malmberg and

Maskell 2002; Fung et al. 2011) for the clustering of relevant concepts and their

possible relationship, and lastly optimize the resulting learning path of involved

concepts for a group of learners based on a predefined objective function and a

reference path of concepts provided by a course instructor. However, none of these

earlier proposals consider a complete e-learning system framework that tries to

automate or at least semi-automate the whole process from searching for any
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possible relationship among involved concepts or modules to the ultimate

generation and optimization of the resulting learning paths, especially in the

presence of incomplete information stored in the form of learning objects to

describe the involved concepts and also possibly with multiple reference paths

containing conflicting views on the prerequisite requirements of the course concepts

or modules as provided by different human experts. Therefore, we propose in this

paper a complete e-learning system framework that can perform an explicit

semantic analysis (ESA) (Fung et al. 2011; Tam et al. 2012) on the course materials,

possibly aided by the relevant Wiki articles for any missing information about the

involved concepts, to formulate the set of individual concepts. This is followed by

using a heuristic-based concept clustering algorithm to group relevant concepts

before finding their relationship measures. Lastly, an evolutionary optimizer will be

used to return the optimal learning sequence after considering multiple experts’

recommended learning sequences possibly containing conflicting views. To

demonstrate the feasibility of our prototype, we implemented a prototype of the

proposed e-learning system framework. Our empirical evaluation clearly revealed

the many possible advantages including the flexibility and extensibility of our

proposal. The key contributions of our work are at least four-folded. First, by

formally stating the pre-requisite relations between the involved concepts explicitly

as ‘‘constraints’’, our work clearly suggests to the conventional view of formulating

the learning sequences of course modules as a subjective and unstructured process,

based solely on human experts’ experience and opinions, a more structured

framework of decisions in which designing a learning path for any course module

can be regarded as a constrained optimization process subject to various criteria for

more critical reviews and thorough analyses in some later stage of system

development. Second, it is worth noting that our proposed and structured framework

with the seamless integration of concept clustering and learning path optimization

uniquely represents the first attempt to assist the course designers/instructors in

providing more personalized and ‘systematic’ advice through optimizing the

learning path(s) as a more suitable and viable solution for each individual class/

learner. For example, when an individual student or group of students is found to

have some difficulty in understanding a specific concept through certain assessment,

the course instructor may adopt a different and possibly longer learning path of

concepts that may help to achieve better academic performance for this individual

or group of students. Third, there are many possible directions for the future

investigation of our proposal including the application of our proposed system

framework to develop an effective e-learning system (CU 2013; PPDH 2011) for

learning languages, especially for foreigners to learn about the writing and

understanding of Chinese characters/phases since most Chinese characters/phases

can be readily broken up into some basic units representing physical components or

abstract concepts in our daily living. Last but not least, our proposal can be easily

integrated into existing e-learning systems, and has significant impacts for those

e-learning systems to evolve into adaptive and personalized e-learning systems

(CityU 2009) through our enhanced ontology analysis (Guarino and Welty 2000).

This manuscript is organized as follows. The second section describes the

preliminaries that are important for our subsequent discussion, and our previous
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findings on related works. The third section considers our proposal of performing an

explicit semantic analysis, followed by enhancing the ontology analysis through

concept clustering, that is essentially systematic grouping of closely related

concepts, and lastly applying an evolutionary optimizer to find an optimal learning

path of involved concepts or modules. The fourth section details our rule-based and

evolutionary optimizer with the refined rules extracted from the enhanced ontology

analysis while the fifth section reveals on how we try to improve the original

evolutionary optimizer with the hill-climbing heuristic. The second last section

gives a thorough comparison of our original prototype against that of the

benchmarking shortest path optimizer, and also that of the enhanced optimizer on

various Engineering courses offered in the University of Hong Kong. Last but not

least, the last section summarizes this work and shed light on many possible

directions for future investigation.

Related work

The goal of most previous work to find a good learning path (Acampora et al.

2008; Wong and Looi 2009; Tam et al. 2012) is essentially to search for a fixed

sequence of all the relevant concepts while satisfying the knowledge or

prerequisite requirement of such concepts behind each course module. A

systematic approach is to construct a graph over all the involved concepts

extracted from the course modules and then find the overall shortest path trying

to optimize the correlation values between the associated concepts along the

learning path. Initially, there is no edge between any 2 concepts as extracted

from the underlying course material. Through the process of concept correlation,

we try to link up relevant concepts by adding edges between them in the

underlying concept graph/map. Constructing a concept map and its associated

edges for any course module without the prior knowledge of the course structure

is definitely a very challenging task.

A possible way is to perform ontology analysis (Chen 2009) or statistical

algorithms (Matsuo and Ishizuka 2004) to extract keywords that may possibly

denote key concepts in relevant course modules as based on its frequency of

occurrence in the course materials and/or other reasonable factors. Among such

keyword extraction algorithm, the quickest approach is to extract words or

phrases from relevant course materials of the course modules as based on a

simple scoring scheme directly dependent on its frequency of occurrence. Each

time a word appears simultaneously in any two course modules, it scores one

point.

Clearly, the higher the score of a keyword to represent a particular concept, the

higher the similarity measure of the two course modules involving that specific

concept. Let M be a set of n course modules, and S(i, j) is the similarity measure of

two course module i and j. Basically, finding the shortest path P to link up all the

relevant course modules is trying to maximize the sum D of similarity measures of

all consecutive course modules in the path P such that
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D ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

S Pi;Piþ1ð Þ

As shown in Fig. 1, the shortest learning path can be: A–C–B which may violate

the knowledge requirement of having the course module B as the prerequisite of

course module C as stated in the underlying curriculum or subject domain. In many

real-life applications, it is very common that a high-level course module would

require more than one course as its knowledge requirements.

Besides the ontology analysis, there is another alternative approach to link up

relevant modules with edges in the underlying concept graph by applying statistical

methods. Among these methods, (Chen et al. 2008, 2009) proposed to use the

students’ answers in a quiz to deduce the implicit knowledge structure of the

concerned course. The motive of using students’ quiz answers for the logical

inferencing is based on the assumption that if most students simultaneously gave

wrong answers to any two questions covering concept A and concept B respectively,

we may then deduce that concept A and concept B may have some association. This

method is simple yet efficient since it only requires students’ answers to construct

the underlying concept graph and its edges, and students’ answers could be easily

collected in most e-learning systems. However, to extract meaningful correlation of

concepts/modules from student’s answers through this approach, all the students

should sensibly give their answers in the quiz, which is an extremely difficult task

and there is no vigorous way to detect whether the students are behaving sensibly or

not during the quiz.

Figure 2 shows the quality of the learning paths as generated by Chen’s

approach on the 4 sets of data when compared to some randomly generated

learning path. The quality of each generated learning path is measured in term of

the sum of the violated distances as defined by the differences between the

generated learning paths and the reference learning paths. Basically, the lower

the sum of the violated distances, the better the learning path. It is worth noting

that only 1 of the 4 generated learning paths among all the test cases in Fig. 2

shows some significant improvement in the quality over those of the randomly

generated learning paths. One of the major reasons is the noisy input data sets

that will significantly degrade the performance of Chen’s approach since it has

been previously mentioned that Chen’s approach requires all students to answer

sensibly during the quiz.

Our proposed e-learning framework

Accordingly, a learning path of good quality is essentially a sequence of course

modules arranged in such a way that can satisfy most/all the knowledge

requirements of the involved course modules. For instance, the course concept/

module as ‘‘Summation’’ is often considered as a prior knowledge requirement or

pre-requisite of ‘‘Multiplication’’ in an elementary course of Mathematics. On the

other hand, it was observed in some other cases that the courses structure is mostly a
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flat structure consisted of several course modules across different domains of

knowledge that may not be closely related to each other.

Table 1 shows the topics of course modules as extracted from the online course

material of an existing Year-1 core course ELEC1401 on Computer Organization

and Microprocessors offered in the Department of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, the University of Hong Kong. It is interesting to note that the course

concept/module ‘‘Binary Arithmetic’’ may not be closely related to ‘‘IEEE Floating-

point format’’ yet it is a pre-requisite requirement of another course module ‘‘IEEE

Floating-point addition/subtraction’’ that is under the same domain of knowledge

about computer architecture or systems. Basically, after applying the statistical

keyword extraction method to extract out all relevant topics for the concerned

course modules, an ontology analysis (Guarino and Welty 2000) is applied to build

the concept/module graph and edges between the course concepts/modules.

However, instead of directly searching for the shortest path from the course

Fig. 1 An illustration of the
knowledge requirements of
multiple concepts

Fig. 2 A comparison of learning paths generated by the statistical analysis and randomly generated
learning paths
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module graph, our proposed framework works to extract the precedence constraints/

rules as precede(A, B) denoting that the course module A should precede the module

B in the ultimate sequence of course modules for a learning path, which clearly

define the knowledge requirement(s) of all the involved course modules.

Hence, our major objective is essentially to search for a feasible learning path

that can satisfy all the precedence constraints. In addition, to facilitate the

systematic and thorough analysis on the relationship among all the involved course

concepts/modules, we propose to enhance the ontology analysis through the concept

clustering technique that will category each course module into different predefined

knowledge/subject group. Accordingly, each course module will be assigned with a

knowledge group identification number (ID), that is deduced from our proposed

concept clustering algorithm. Then, our enhanced ontology analyzer will work to

deduce precedence rules inside each knowledge group as according to their assigned

knowledge group ID and also across different knowledge groups. Intrinsically, our

concept clustering algorithm is applied to group contextually more similar concepts

into the same knowledge group. Therefore, there may still be some knowledge

requirements occurred as indirect associations within or across the knowledge

groups, aiming to preserve such kinds of knowledge requirements to a certain

extent.

Essentially, our proposed and complete framework of e-learning systems relies

on the formal definitions of the learning path optimization problem (LEAPOP) with

its feasible and optimized, possibly sub-optimal, solution(s) as the learning

path(s) obtained by the underlying search method. The LEAPOP is intrinsically a

constrained optimization problem (COP) that can be considered as a variant of the

job-shop scheduling problems containing some ‘soft’ precedence constraints/rules

and various objective criteria as set by different human experts to maximize the

learning interests and/or minimize the learning time, etc.

The formal definitions of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) as the basis of

the COP (Tsang, 1993), and the COP are given as follows.

Table 1 Modules and

Knowledge Group ID’s of

ELEC1401

Group id Course module

1 Representation of binary numbers

1 Base/Radix conversion

1 Codes (Binary, alphanumeric or parity)

2 Binary arithmetic

3 20s complement for binary integer system

3 Sign bit with 20s complement system

3 20s complement subtraction

2 Fractional parts

2 Binary multiplication and division

4 IEEE floating point format

4 IEEE floating point addition/subtraction

5 Summary
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Definition 1 A CSP is defined by a triple P = (X, D, C) where X is a n-tuple of

variables (x1, x2,…, xn), D is the corresponding n-tuple of domains, i.e. (D1, D2,…,

Dn) such that xi 2 Di, and Di is a set of values, for i = 1,…, n. C is a t-tuple of

constraints (c1,c2,…, ct).

Definition 2 A constrained optimization problem (COP) is defined as an

optimization problem under the framework of the constraint satisfaction which is

defined by a 4-tuple P
0

= (X, D, C, O), where (X, D, C) forms a CSP and Ois an

objective function corresponding to the given criterion to be minimized or

maximized.

It is worth noting that in practical applications, the objective functionOcan also

be expressed as the weighted sum of various objective functions for minimization or

maximization, i.e. O = u1f1 ? u2f2 ? ��� ? ukfk where uj is the corresponding

weighting value assigned to each objective function fj for j = 1,…, k in order to

reflect its relative importance in the overall objective function O.

Based on the above definition of the COP, the LEAPOP can be formally defined

as below.

Definition 3 A LEAPOP is defined as a variant P̂ ¼ ~X; ~D; ~C; ~O
� �

of the COP

customized in the area of learning analytics such that ~X is a m-tuple of variables

~x1; ~x2; . . .; ~xmð Þ for the m concepts/modules involved in a specific subject domain, ~D

is the corresponding m-tuple of domains, i.e. ~D1; ~D2; . . .; ~Dm

� �
such that ~xl 2 ~Dl, and

~Dl is a set of sequence numbers for assigning to each individual concept, for

l = 1,…, m. ~C is a s-tuple of precedence constraints ~c1; ~c2; . . .; ~csð Þ and ~O is the

weighted objective function corresponding to the weighted sum of a set of criteria to

be minimized or maximized.

It should be noted that the set ~C of precedence constraints may contain both hard

and soft precedence constraints as depending on the nature of the underlying subject

domain. All the hard precedence constraints must be strictly satisfied for any

feasible learning path p while soft precedence constraints can be violated in some

cases according to the specific threshold values set by the concerned course

designers or instructors.

Given a set of m course modules and their corresponding course materials, a

feasible learning path p that satisfies all the hard precedence constraints and possibly

violates some soft precedence constraints in the set ~C and then optimized by some

iterative search method with respect to the weighted objective function ~O of the

underlying LEAPOP can be obtained through the following 7 steps as illustrated in

Fig. 3.

The detailed procedure or operation of each of the 7 steps proposed in Fig. 3 is

clearly explained as below.

(1) Preprocessing to extract the concept title and description from the concerned

course materials.
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(2) Keyword Extraction to deduce the importance of keywords through a

document classification technique in which the co-occurrence statistical

information based keyword extraction algorithm proposed by (Matsuo and

Ishizuka 2004) is adapted in our proposal.

(3) Parameterize Course Modules assuming that there are n keywords and key

phrases in total extracted from all m sets of course materials, a n-dimensional

Euclidean space can be constructed accordingly. Each course module is

parameterized as a vector of keywords that represents the corresponding

concept in the n-dimensional Euclidean space, with each dimension

representing the importance of a keyword in the relevant course.

(4) Computing the Course Correlation Matrix the correlation coefficient matrix

R is an n 9 n matrix, and Rij is the similarity measure of the course module

i and j.

Rij ¼ cos hð Þ ¼ xi � xj

xik k xik k

where xi and xj is the keyword vector of the course module i and j respectively.

(5) Concept Clustering all course modules are clustered by using the K-means

clustering algorithm on their similarity measures to categorize the course

modules into different knowledge groups. The K-means clustering algorithm

Fig. 3 The detailed steps of our proposed e-learning framework for learning path optimization
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is chosen due to its efficiency and simplicity to handle the potentially large

number of concepts and their possible relations that may be reviewed during

concept clustering for each course module. When we have n concepts, the

possible number of relations can be n2 for each cluster, thus with the overall

computational complexity as up to n3 in the search to build up each cluster.

Hence, we need a simple yet efficient method such as the K-means clustering

algorithm to perform the iterative search process. Essentially, each cluster of

course module is treated as an individual knowledge domain under the course

module.

(6) Rule Extraction precedence rules, as in the form of constraints, are extracted

within each cluster and across the various clusters. The details of the rule

extraction process will be discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.

(7) Learning Path Optimization an evolutionary algorithm is used to optimize the

learning path/sequence of relevant course modules. In some previous work,

heuristic-based optimizers such as the ant optimization algorithm (Wong and

Looi 2009) or other memetic algorithm (Acampora et al. 2008) have been

used to find the optimal learning path/sequence with respect to the predefined

objective function for a group of learners. In this work, we proposed to use an

efficient evolutionary algorithm to return the optimal learning path based on

an objective function to minimize on the learning path distance with respect

to a set of experts’ recommended paths. The detail of our evolutionary

learning path optimizer will be thoroughly considered in the next section.

Basically, the rules represent the prior/posterior knowledge requirements as

extracted from the course modules of different knowledge groups as formed by our

concept clustering technique. For instance, the precedence constraint precede(i, j),

or equivalently expressed as the rule hi, ji, formally specifies that the course module

i should be taught before the course module j in the designated learning path. The

set of precedence rules is extracted as in the following steps:

i. Extraction of the intra-domain precedence rules we consider only knowledge

clusters (or groups) containing more than one course module. For each

knowledge cluster Ci, our algorithm will extract (n - 1) rules from the best

(n - 1) course module tuples that attain the highest similarity values.

ii. Extraction of the inter-domain precedence rules assuming that there are

n knowledge groups, there can be (n - 1) inter-domain knowledge rules

extracted by considering the (n - 1) pairs of knowledge groups with the

highest inter-domain knowledge correlation coefficients.

A rule-based evolutionary optimizer

The evolutionary algorithm we adapted in our proposal to optimize a learning path

with respect to the extracted rule set is fairly standard. The chromosome string is
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defined as a sequence of n integers ranged from 1 to n in which each integer denotes

the corresponding course module. The whole chromosome string represents the

learning path/sequence of the course modules covered in the whole course. Figure 4

shows the basic steps of our evolutionary optimizer used for learning path

optimization.

The detail of the evolutionary algorithm as highlighted in Fig. 4 is clearly

explained as below.

• Fitness function the fitness function is a performance indicator used to determine

the quality of the generated learning path as measured by the number of

precedence rules violated by the learning path itself. Basically, the more rules

the generated learning path is violated, the worse the quality of the generated

learning path.

• Reproduction reproduction is the operation to generate new chromosomes by

manipulating the ‘‘parent chromosomes’’. It is an important operation that can

greatly influence the overall performance of the genetic algorithm. Essentially,

reproduction includes the crossover, mutation and random generation operation.

In our adopted genetic algorithm to optimize for the learning paths directly

denoted by individual chromosomes, the size of the reproduction pool is 100

chromosomes. In each iteration, the best 5 chromosomes will be carried to the

next iteration with 80 new chromosomes generated by the crossover operator, 10

chromosomes generated by the mutation operator and the last 5 generated

randomly.

• Crossover operation in each crossover operation, two chromosomes (X and

Y) will be selected by roulette-wheel selection to perform their crossover. In

order to avoid illogical learning path, that is having multiple occurrence of the

same integers inside the chromosome string, and also retaining the basic

sequential order of both chromosomes, a special segment-based crossover

scheme is used in which the randomly selected segment ranging from i���j, where

i \ j, will be swapped between the two chromosome X and Y.

• Mutation operation the mutation operation randomly selects two indices and

swaps the serial numbers in the involved chromosome.

Improving the evolutionary optimizer

Figure 5 shows the basic steps of our evolutionary optimizer enhanced by the hill

climbing (HC) heuristic (Tsang 1993) to try to search for learning paths of even

better quality for a group or individual learners.

Our enhanced evolutionary algorithm will iterate to apply both crossover and

mutation operators to evolve new learning paths until the solution is converged, or

the maximum number of generations preset as 10,000 is exceeded. In each iteration,

after the new learning paths are generated, our enhanced evolutionary optimizer will

invoke the hill-climbing heuristic function to perform the HC on the fitness function

to check whether the quality of the new learning paths is better than that of the
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parent chromosome. In case not, the hill-climbing function will call the crossover

and mutation operator continuously until the resulting quality of the generated

learning path is improved.

Our empirical evaluation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal, a prototype of our enhanced

ontology based analyzer integrated with the rule-based genetic algorithm was

implemented and evaluated on 4 undergraduate Engineering courses including the

ELEC1401—Computer organization and microprocessor, ELEC1502—Object

Fig. 4 Our evolutionary optimizer for learning path optimization

Fig. 5 Our evolutionary optimizer enhanced by the hill climbing
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oriented programming and data structures, ELEC2201—Signals and linear systems

and ELEC2603—Systems and network programming as the actual test cases. For a

more thorough investigation, two different schemes for defining the concerned

course concepts are adopted. For ELEC1502, ELEC2201 and ELEC2603, each

individual lecture note is treated as one course concept so that each course concept

may contain a relatively larger amount of information/knowledge. However, for

ELEC1401, each lecture note is further broken down into many smaller topics, and

each topic is treated as 1 course concept such that each course concept is relatively

simpler, therefore more likely to have a larger number of course concepts to be

highly correlated to each other.

To evaluate the performance of our proposal, the original and other domain

experts’ recommended teaching sequences of the above courses are used as the

reference learning paths for comparison. The original teaching sequence can be

represented by a set of reference prior/posterior rules. For instance, the original

teaching sequence of 5, 1, 4, 6, 3, 2 can be represented by the reference rule set h5,

1i, h1, 4i, h4, 6i, h6, 3i and h3, 2i. The total violated distance of any generated

learning path is defined as below:

c ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

Xn

j¼iþ1

MAX Pi � Pj; 0
� �

where c denotes the total violated distances of the generated learning path, n rep-

resents the total number of course concepts in a course module, Pi and Pj are the

corresponding position index values in the generated learning path that violates the

reference rule set.

Figure 6 gives the total violated distance of learning paths generated by our

proposal against those generated by using the shortest-path (SP) approach firstly on

Fig. 6 Performance of our proposal against the shortest path approach
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3 undergraduate Engineering courses including the ENGG1002—Computer

programming and application, ELEC1401—Computer organization and micropro-

cessor and ELEC2201—Signals and linear systems as the actual test cases. The

results clearly show that our proposal outperforms the SP approach by returning

better learning paths in most cases. It is worth noting that the performance

difference in ENGG1002 and ELEC2201 is significantly larger. This is probably

due to the fact that the amount of knowledge encapsulated in a course concept is

larger in ENGG1002 and ELEC2201 as we regard each set of lecture notes as one

single concept. In such case, most of the concepts are loosely correlated and having

more course modules requiring course modules as knowledge requirement, thus

making it difficult for the SP approach to search for a reasonably good learning path.

On the other hand, using our constraint based approach can effectively determine

the prior and posterior sequence of pairs of course modules during the more

thorough and systematic process of rule extraction as enhanced by our concept

clustering technique, and therefore significantly minimizing the search difficulty for

the rule-based optimization as later performed by the genetic algorithm in such

cases.

Figure 7 gives the total violated distance of learning paths generated by our

proposal against those generated by using the SP and competency based approaches.

The results clearly show that our proposal consistently outperforms the SP approach

by returning better learning paths in all cases. It is worth noting that the performance

difference in ELEC1502 and ELEC2603 is significantly larger. This is probably due

to the fact that the amount of knowledge encapsulated in a course concept is larger

in ELEC1502 and ELEC2603 as we regard each set of lecture notes as one single

concept. In such case, most of the concepts are loosely correlated and having more

course modules requiring course modules as knowledge requirement, thus making it

difficult for the SP approach to search for a reasonably good learning path. On the

other hand, using our constraint based approach can effectively determine the prior

and posterior sequence of pairs of course modules during the more thorough and

Fig. 7 Performance of our proposal against the shortest path (sp) and competency based approach
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systematic process of rule extraction as enhanced by our concept clustering

technique, and thus significantly minimizing the search difficulty for the rule-based

optimization as later performed by the genetic algorithm in such cases.

With conflicting views as opposite rules occurring in different experts’

recommended learning sequences, our evolutionary optimizer may apply some

filtering mechanism such as formulating a common set of rules among all

recommended sequences or simply using the hill-climber (HC) to determine the

quality of each individual recommendation to the overall search before biasing

toward some recommended sequences.

Table 2 shows the averaged qualities of the learning paths generated by the HC

over 10 runs on the fitness values, common rules or any of the 4 experts’

recommended paths for ELEC1401. When working solely to optimize on the fitness

values of the obtained learning paths with the HC, the percentage of improvement

on the ultimate quality of the best learning path returned can be 13.22 % that is

fairly good when compared to that of the original evolutionary optimizer without

the HC. In working according to the common set of precedence rules among all the

recommended paths, the limited set of common rules may limit the search space of

the HC heuristic, thus slightly degrading the overall performance possibly due to the

randomized searches performed by the mutation or crossover operation when the

total number of iterations exceeds the preset limit of 10,000. Similarly, in following

the precedence constraints/rules (Tsang, 1993) as extracted from the recommended

learning path #1 or #2, which is mainly obtained from some external and online

sources of course material, the overall performance of our evolutionary optimizer is

also slightly degraded roughly by 3–4 % possibly due to the limited search spaces.

On the other hand, when working according to the relatively less ‘‘restrictive’’ set of

precedence constraints (Tsang, 1993; Marriott and Stuckey 1998) as extracted from

the recommended learning path #3 or #4, that is essentially formulated from our

lecture notes or the textbook adopted for ELEC1401, the opportunistic search as

performed by the HC heuristic helps to improve the overall performance of our

evolutionary optimizer to successfully return even more optimized learning paths of

higher quality when compared to those of the original optimizer without the HC.

Clearly, the largest gain as 16.24 % can be attained by the HC on the learning path

#3 as formulated from our lecture notes of ELEC1401. To summarize, the

improvement as possibly attained by the HC heuristic is apparently dependent on

the ‘quality’ of the recommended learning paths with their precedence constraints/

Table 2 Performance with or without HC on ELEC1401

Cases With HC Without HC % of Improvement

Fitness 0.9874 0.8721 13.22

Common rules 43.1 44 -2.05

Recomm. path # 1 2078.1 2151.9 -3.43

Recomm. path # 2 2087.2 2184.8 -4.47

Recomm. path # 3 2147.8 1847.7 16.24

Recomm. path # 4 930.7 914.4 1.78
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rules to guide the overall search space of our evolutionary optimizer. In using the

HC heuristic to try to enhance the evolutionary optimizer, it is always wiser to use

several individual’s recommended learning paths to avoid any bias into some

limited search spaces for comparison, or simply focusing on optimizing the fitness

values by the HC heuristic without referring to any recommended learning path in

case of uncertainty on the ‘quality’ of the recommended learning paths.

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose to conduct a more complete e-learning system framework

that carefully integrates semantic analysis (Chen et al. 2008), concept clustering

(Guarino and Welty 2000) and learning path optimization. The refined concept

correlation information through the concept clustering algorithm will then be passed

to the rule-based evolutionary algorithm to optimize for better learning path(s).

Moreover, we consider to improve the original evolutionary algorithm with the HC

heuristic. Besides promoting the fitness values of newly generated learning paths

during the evolutionary search, the hill climber (Tsang, 1993) can also be used to

carefully select the more valuable reference path out of experts’ recommendation.

To demonstrate the feasibility of our proposals, a prototype of our analyzer

integrated with the concept clustering and the original or enhanced rule-based

optimizer was implemented. The performance of both evolutionary optimizers was

compared favorably against that of the benchmarking shortest-distance optimizer on

various actual courses, thus showing the effectiveness of our proposed and complete

e-learning system framework for learning path optimization. More importantly, our

proposal clearly demonstrates the importance of enhanced ontology analysis,

utilizing the appropriate heuristic and rule selection for the overall performance of

adaptive or personalized e-learning systems (Lo et al. 2009) for learning analytics.

There are many possible directions for future exploration. First, it is attractive to

investigate on how our proposed and complete e-learning framework of semantic

analysis, concept clustering and learning path optimization can be easily integrated

into existing e-learning systems to make them more adaptive for learning analytics.

Essentially, after the key concepts/phrases can be extracted from each course

module stored in the databases of existing e-learning systems possibly through

utilizing some publicly available keyword extraction algorithms, our proposed

framework of concept clustering, rule extractions and learning path optimization

techniques can then be readily applied. Second, the possible uses of other heuristics

and/or carefully designed rule selection schemes to improve the overall performance

of the evolutionary optimizer is worth investigating. Last but not least, it is

definitely very important and meaningful to conduct a thorough investigation on the

pedagogic theory to support our proposed framework for learning path optimization,

the potential educational applications and careful evaluations of their pedagogical

impacts of our proposed e-learning system framework in various real-life classroom

scenarios, subject areas and/or school settings that will make this work more

complete, thus providing many practical and useful guidelines for the next-

generation e-learning systems.
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